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0uotes of Note When considering today's evolving
technology demands, we should
strive to be proactive in capital-
izing on potential integration points
across the systems and services we
offer our university communities.
This forward thinking will help us
inplement better problem avoid-
ance, mature change, and incident
management practices and will also
empowe r effective, relevant service
delivery.
Chris Megill
Assoc. Director
Customer Support
Services
The George Wash-
ington University
The nature of today's higher ed
customer ensures that tech trends
willappear on campus. Small cam-
puses face an especially tough
challenge, trying to provide an agile
and forward-thinking lT environment
that can attract students and faculty
while staying in budget and without
outstripping the capacity of a small
staff to provide support.
Rohin Burns
NetworUTelecom
Engi neer
Principia College
The Year Ahead
Winter Seminar January B-11,2017 Wyndham Grand Hotel
0rlando, Florida
46th Annua! Conference March 19-22,2017 Hilton Chicago Hotel
Chicago, lllinois
Fall Seminar October 1-4,2017 Hilton Palacio del Rio
San Antonio, Texas
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You can imagine a top kitchen using
"containers" to organize ingredients,
keeping them fresh, avoiding cross-con-
tamination, ensuring the best flavor and
outcome of any recipe. The CIO needs
to use these same.strategies to protect
the elements that make up a successful
university IT environment.
NealTilley
Cisco Systems
Thanks to the companies that support
ACUTA by advertising in this issue.
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+ Mass notification software-compatibl.e
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One of the biggest hurdles standing in the
way of data collection is the question of
how to store all of the data generated by
IoT devices. Not only will data centers have
to increase in size in an effort to hold the
massive amounts of data, but the meth-
odology of data centers will also have to
change to object-based storage to meet the
analytics requirements of IoT.
Ron Kovac, PhD
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Do a Friend a Favor. lnvite a Colleague to Join ACUTA!
ln my household, my wile and I share cooking duties.
I mostly take the weekend meals, while my wife handles the
weekday meals. This arrangement works for us because my wife
is more creative with food preparations that I am. While I
can follow directions on the outside months to prepare, the teams began to
of a box, I rarely veer far from grilling meet'
something, tossing a salad, and baking The team I lead started by attempting
a potato. On the rarest occasions, I can to quantifr the three criteria. Dissecting
make lasagna, but I'm lost without my "feasibility," we deduced this could imply
mother's carefully detailed recipe card. cost, time, resources, and the likelihood
This Journal's theme of "What's
Cooking in the IT Kitchen" I find
University's Information Technobgy
department embarked on an Innova-
tion Challenge. Each member of the
that the project would move beyond the
pitch. Dissecting "scope of impact," we
uncommon, unusual, contrary and
resourceful, and the idea of challenging
"the norm," "status quo," or "convention-
was that each team solicited input from
folla outside of IT. For instance, one
team met with the director of enroll-
ment management, to better understand
the student recruiting process. Another
group met with the director of student
retention to better understand important
trends associated with keeping students
enrolled and ensuring they graduate.
My own group met with rePresenta-
tives from alumni relations to under-
stand how the university leverages and
engages alumni. This also included the
importance of university donors, alumni
and student connections, and career
placement. My group also solicited input
from the university's director of facilities,
to better understand some of the chal-
lenges our facilities folks face in support-
ing faculty, staff, and students.
At the end of this process, three dif-
ferent projects were pitched. One group
had an idea of an attendance check-in
application that incorporated Bluetooth
beacon technology and smartphones'
The primary premise for this idea was
to eliminate the need for professors to
take attendance and enable students to
intriguing because so often I find myself thought of impact, reach' and benefit.
comfortable with time-tested procedures During this discovery exercise, we also
and policies related to Information Tech- attempted to quantifr groups of people
nology. However, one of the words that who could be affected. Beyond the
I often hear associated with technology typical faculty, stafi and students, we
is "innovation." Many times this word also considered campus visitors, alumni,
i.s leveraged to describe a new piece of the local community, family members
software or the latest hardware platform, of those associated with the university,
and the word is accompanied by a prom- university divisions, and prospective
ise to disrupt preconceptions ofwhat is students.
possible. Finally we dissected "creativity" and
In lanuary 2015, Abilene Christian discerned this could include things new,
department, from our BI specialist to the al wisdom." Before soliciting ideas, we
switchboard operator, were distributed also went through an exercise to identifr
into three teams, led by one of the IT struggles, annoyances, or obstacles vari-
directors. The challenge was to come ous groups faced. Attempting to apply
up with an innovative project. Simpte the idiom "necessity is the mother of in-
enough. The teams would be tasked vention," we figured that these struggles,
with presenting their project to a group annoyances, or obstacles could provide
of university vice presidents, who would us insight as we consider an innovative
judge the projects based on three criteria: project.
feasibility, scope of impact, and creativ- Each team's process was different,
ity. with these guidelines and four but one common element we observed
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Another team offered thc rdea of a student graduatirrn succcss
algorithm or score, whrch wor-rld incorporate sevcral clata points
thc university already captures about prospectivc.str-rdents. This
algorithm could then help iclentiiy areas where universiry a.s
si.stance could be leveraged to help ensure the student graduate.s
in five years, Finally, the group I lead offered the idea of replacing
ev€ry traditional keyed door with electronic door krcks that coulcl
be r"rnlocked with a .srnartphone app, r-r.sing bluetooth.
In a 2013 Fast Cornpany article, Google's chiefsocial evan
geli.st Gopi Kallayil highlighted nine pnnciples as being Google's
.secret .sauce for innovattve sLlccess. One of the pnnciples is that
innovatiorr comes from anywhere. Tir paraphrase the poin1,
the article .states that innovation can colrre frorn anpvhcre, but
for it to take hold, someone has kr be r,villing to champion the
innovation. The notron that innovation can corne lrom any-
whcre i.s preci.sely the perspectrve of ACU's IT executive director,
Kay Reeves. Kay is convinced that we have smart people, who
accornplish some amazing things, each and every day. However,
often these individuals are regulated to fircus otr desktop slrppol.t,
nctworking engineering, ur programming. [3y commissioning
the challenge, and placing employces in a context outside of their
daily re.sponsibilities, the hopc was that the y would be ernpow-
ered to think beyond their box and explore synergies with others
who were operating outside their areas of influence.
Have you ever had an idea that you considered would benefit
your institution, but failed to act Llpon it, because you didn't
know how to get traction? Have you ever prohibited an etn-
ployee from running with an idca, because it was outside their
joh de.scription or area of respon.sibility? Have you cver chided
someone not k) challenge the .status cluo or uttered that dreaded
phrase"that's not howWE do things?" I'll be honest, I have expe
rienced all of these.
As we think about what's cooking in the IT krtchen, I would
encoLlrage and challenge each ol us to krok around our ()rganjza-
tions and ask how we can expand our repertoire, Maybe thcre's
an opirortunity to conduct an innovatiot-r challenge. Instead of
folrnalizing a challenge, maybe we can subtly diverge fi-urn the
norm and be creative with the IT ingredients. Maybe there's a
new clientele base who could benefit from our regular menu of
IT services and products. I will confc.s.s, I'm a creature of habit.
Being creative isn't something that colnes easily, whether we are
talking about prepanng meals lor the lamily or embracing new
rnethods or technologies at the office. That said, I see the benelits
of establishing a healthy balance of rnaintainit-rg the far-niliar and
exploring unproven solutiot'rs or ideas. One of my professional
goal.s this year rs kr establish a nerv habit of being accepting of the
new and willing to chamirion these idcas.
Share your comments and ideas with Arthur at branta@acu.edu.
: w1r
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This issue ol the ACUTA Journal departs somewhat from our usual cotlection ol
articles built arouond a tOpic as we bring you articles chosen because they define or elabo-
rate on a topic relevant to higher ed that is commonly known by an acronym or its initials. It's
IT-speak, or it's telecom-.speak: POTS, for example, is how we say plain old telephone service. PANs are not always cooking vessels
but may be, in our office, personal area networks.
If .someone on your staff i.s new to our community and may not know all the linguistic shortcuts, this issue can help clue them
in. If you already know what DAS, SIq BYOD, %IP, and bT are, you will still glean some useful information from the sources we
found. I hope you enjoy this issue; we had some fun with itl Let's start with a few basic definitions.
B/C/L/:WP,IWAN
All those areas a network covers:
Body Area Network, Campus Area Net-
work, Local Area Network, Metropolitan
Area Network, Personal Area Network,
and the Wide Area Network.
BYOD :
Bring Your Own Device
From meetings to.staff luncheons, the
busines.s world continue.s to stay con-
nected through everything. Students
today bring everything on campus. How
does this affect technology services?
DAS
Distributed Antenna System
When your mobile device is running slow,
coverage rnight be the cause. DAS can
improve that coverage.
loT
lnternet of Things
What we are calling the networking of
all things electronic-from appliances
to utilities to vehicles to computers and
everything in between-so that they all
communicate in what is assumed will
enhance our Iives.
ITSM
lnformation Technology Service
Management
A broad term for organizing the technol-
ogy framework.
tTE
Long-Term Evolution
The next generation of a stronger, wire-
less technology
Long Term Evolution in Unlicensed
spectrum. Supplements LIE for faster
connections!
Li.Fi
Visible Light Communications
A wireless connectivity technology that
relies on the visible light spectrum to
transmit data at high speeds over short
di.stances. Big at the research level now.
Mobile to Mobile
Is IoT really just the M2M on steroids?
PON,;::,;,1'?a!.ir,:i: .,:r?,{;litlll'l,$
Passive Optical Network
In a PON, one host connects to as many
as 32 optical network units.
Session lnitiation Protocol
This is the layer in technology that helps
carry out media messages and ses-
sions. SIP is the meat of the technokrgy
sandwich.
wi.Fi
Wireless Fidelity
Remember when you piayed records on
the Hi-Fi system in your room? Now we
complain about weak Wi-Fi connectivity.
Let's go to Starbucks and talk about it.
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: lT-Style Alphabet Soup
: Universitles Need T0P CHEFs as well as Top
by,eatrittev : Cl0s t0 Meet Demands of loT in Educati0n
ened. . . How can a university cope with
IoT and rising expectations with all these
"chopped" ingredients?
I am a self-professed foodie and like
to watch cooking shows. I marvel at the
way chefs can take a wide range of ingre-
dients, deliberately apply techniques that
often seem difficult, and make something
amazing!
Coincidentally, I have noticed that
same level of mastery in the IT depart-
ments of universities. Just like those
intrepid chefs, the CIO and team have to
work with a diverse mix of factors to sup-
port the business strategy of the college.
For Internet ofThings (IoT), read rfte
latest chef fascination or trend; for budget
cuts, read any ingredient no chefwants to
cook with; fcrr resource tightening, read
the chef must use only a hund whisk and u
blunt knile.l think you get my point.
This view was validated at a num-
ber of events I attended in the last few
months. At the ACUTA Annual Con-
ference in San Diego, the main topics
aligned with the view that IT is becom-
ing even more .strategic and even more
important to student satisfaction and
success. Unfortunately, this direction is
hampered by lack of budget and lack of
resources. Many sessions discussed the
importance of continued professional
development, ways to find funding, and
optimizing resources in need of sup-
porting the IT demands of faculty and
students.
The overarching theme was the need
for better understanding by executives of
cyber security, and the rapid escalation
of threats brought on by the race of each
college to be competitive.
Universily lT Knows Security ls Vital
The keynote at ACUTA was given by the
former Bell Labs head of cyber security /
former White House CIO, Carkrs Solari,
now CIO of Mission Secure Inc. His
delectable session was a journey through
the threats and solutions that many CIOS
have lived through in IT. The universities
know this too well as they have experi-
enced most of the consequences of new
hacks, virus or breaches ahead of the
majority of companies. It's the nature of
education environments that creates this
breeding ground for hacking.
The most important message was
the proactive steps that Colleges need to
make, especially if they are supporting
the expklsion in smart connected devices
as part of their university strategies
(including BYOD, IoT, online virtual
services, even EDTECH). Carlos called
this the Third Wave of threats. See The
Internet of Thing.s: Security by Design.
I took this to indicate that although
universities have been building solid
IT security foundations (for example
firewalls, access control), more resources
need to be applied to "wave 3" threats
(internet of things, smart connected
devices) that are appearing in the higher
education space.
In fact, the internet of things is far
more evident in universities than you
might think. Not just smart phones and
laptops and STEM devices (robotics,
computing kits, 3D printers) but lots
ofsensors have been enabled with IP
capabilities like irrigation systems, wash-
ing machines, geo-fencing services, RFID
taggcd equipment, dorm room motion
sensors, security systems, refrigeration
equipment in the kitchens...even cook-
ing equipment is Bluetooth and WLAN
enabled frrr remote access!!
So in addition to worrying about
student and faculty mobility, the need t<r
support cloud learning applications, and
the complexities caused by the criss-
crossing of digital footprints with .social
media, CIOs now have to add IoT to the
list. If IoT wasn't on the university's IT
strategy menu, it needs to be, and quick!
i
!
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I also attended this year's INTEROP
2016 in Las Vegas, and was lucky enough
to see Arthur Brant, Director of Infra-
structure at Abilene Christian University
(and current President ofACUTA) do a
talk on "Is your network ready for Inter-
net of Things?" You can view his Interop
presentation here: http://presentations.
interop.com/events/las-vegas/20 I 6/
conference-presentations.
He made some excellent points about
what you need to consider when every
device is IP connected, carrying a MAC
address, an IP stack and the ability to
transport information across the net-
work. One great point is that IoT is made
up of not only connected devices, but of
smart connected devices. This difference
needs to be understood 
- 
httwever un-
threatening a device, gadget, or capabil-
ity is, there is still a potential threat that
needs to be considered.
Those Raspberry PI kits or program-
mable robots are a way in, a weakness to
exploit for any hacker. They can punch
holes in the security of a network with
their natural open source root.s. Like a
fleck of egg yolk in a meringue base, the
smalle.st element can cause a catastrophe
in the kitchen.
This type of threat isn't news to a
university. In fact, recent studies show
that education organizations top the
li.sts for cyber attacks: Higher education
actually comes out at 105 percent above
the national average in terms ofcost per
breach. (See http://www-03.ibm.com/
security/data-breach/)
What is the best practice? The besl
reci pe?
So what's the right balance? How do
universities adopt the innovations that
students, faculty and stakeholders de-
mand without compromising security?
Offering the highest IoT security without
compromise could deliver the learning
environment that they demand.
First, there needs to be a realization
by the executive level of a college on the
repercussions of a breach through lack of
action. Many states are looking to bring
regulations to penalize and Iine organiza'
tions for any data breach or incident that
occurs under their watch.
The best chefs get inspiration and
guidance from reading cook books. So
too should the CIO and their team.
What are the right steps for building
the right network to help cut the threat?
There is no one-size-lits-all magic
solution, no out-of-the-box product that
fixes everything, protects everything, and
makes this i.ssue disappear. As a vendor,
we look to develop architecture that will
help an IT department deliver a strong
level of defense, while enabling the latest
innovations. The range of cyber security
features and technology that are sup-
ported inherently in the equipment itself
are ones that should be at the foundation
of the university network.
The recipe is simple but effective,
inherently increasing the security of the
IP network as a whole:
. Policy management, user network
prolile and virtual network profiles
. Unified access capabilities (wired and
wireless connections seen as one cnvirttn-
ment)
. Seamless integration with security
tool.s (Firewalls, AAA, 801.x, etc.)
. Secure operating code and software
diversification
This "Cyber Inftastructure" is now
necessary for every university. They must
protect against breaches and attacks with-
out stopping progress with education
technokrgy for student success.
What is a cyber infrastructure?
Over the coming weeks we will be mak-
ing recommendation.s on how to build
the new cyber infrastructure for universi-
ties, one with faculty and students at the
heart, and one that is protected to the
highest level. We will be introducing
the concept of software diversification,
the use ofvirtual containers across the
network, using Intelligent Fabric (iFab),
Unified Access (UA), Software Defined
Networking (SDN) and networking
standards such as Shortest Path Bridging
(sPB).
You can imagine a top kitchen using
"containers" to organize ingredients,
keeping them fresh, avtliding cross-con-
tamination, ensuring the best flavor and
outcome of any recipe. The CIO needs
to use these same strategies to protect
the elements that make up a successful
university IT environment.
See the latest information on the lat-
est technokrgy stePs we and our part-
ners are deveioping at http://enterprise.
alcatel-lucent.com/?solution=security&p
age=overview.
What will you cook?
Like the dishes chefs produce under pres-
sure, it's the recipes selected and the ex-
perience to execute the right techniques
that will iead them to success. Every CIO
in every higher education institution will
need to leverage that approach for a safer
future. Bon Appdtit!
NealTilley works in US Higher Education,
Business Developmen| with Cisco Sys'
tems. Reach him at ntilley@cisco.com.
This commentary was originally written
for and published 0n the Alcatel-Lucent
Enterprise blog. lt is printed here with
permission from the author.
tnvite a colleague at a nonyu.ember school to ioin ACUTA.
It's how we grow the network!
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by Michael Finneran Q
Software Defined WAN-Moving Beyond MPLS
S D-WANs can red u ce costs an d im p rove
performance for network applicati0ns
0n. .nn..;,t network managers are being faced with today is
the software-defined WAN (SD-WAN). Hailed as the first major
advance in wide area networking since MPLS, SD-WANs can
make better use of MPLS services in conjunction with tradi-
tional Internet and wireles.s LIE data services to reduce co.st and
improve grerformance for the full range of network applica
tions.
While many companies have built extensive MPLS network.s
to connect their headcluarters and data centers to branch ol,
fices, those MPLS networks often represent a signtficant ongo-
ing cost. With their inherent security and the ability to provide
quality of .service (QoS) for real time application.s .such a.s voice
and video, those MPLS networks were typically implemented to
support site-to-.site voice over IP (VtrlP) call.s and missron-criti,
cal applications run in the data center. However, Internet traffic
originating in those branch offices is often backhauled to the
data center and then "hairpinned" out to the Internet, re.sulting
in co.stly and suboptirnal Internet acces.s.
Figure 1. Comparison 0f network perflrmance before and after Velocloud SD-WAN
Ttatir::,$i*', $hr'i'
Y,glql]gq o--rl! g-,ugg s .l! l .,
Comcast Cable
Yij]ft 7t ,,&
However, today we are seeing a shift in network requirc-
ments. One ma.;or change is the move to the cloud for both
voice and data services. Unified communications as a service
(UCaaS) i.s now growing at a rate several times greater than
premises-based UC sy.sterns. Further, mure and more applica-
tions are being mrgrated to ckrud services such a.s Amazon Web
Service.s or Microsolt Azure. And, organization.s are taking a
second look at whether it rnakes any sen.se to backhaul branch
traffic over an expensive MPLS service, just to dump it back
into the Internet.
SD-WAN provides a new way to address the.te require
ments whrle simultaneou.sly reducing cost and improving
service quality. The essential idea of a software-defined network
(SDN), of which SD-WAN i.s a sub.set, i.s to decouple the packet
forwarding decisron lrorn the hardware that actually does the
forwarding. To those who corne frorn a tclephony background,
the idea is not r-rnlike common channel signaling in a telephone
network.
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While there are some differences among the implementa-
tions, an SD-WAN typically compri.ses network services, edge
devices, and a network controller; in some cases, the network
controller is an on-premises server, while in others it is cloud
based. If VolP calls are part of the traffic mix, MPLS will likely
be one of the network services involved, along with traditional
best-effort Internet and potentially LIE, which is often used as a
fail-over.
All of the services coming inkt each site are terminated on
the edge device; as the network "smarts" are in the controller,
the edge device is far simpler, and the vendors claim that they
are simple plug-and-play so there is no need to dispatch techs
from headquarters to install and configure them. IT adminis-
trators responsible for establishing the network policies do so
through the controller.
The edge devices use deep packet inspection (DPI) tech-
niques to identifr the various application flows passing through
them. The policy settings for the variou.s application types,
combined with the performance of the available netwi:rk con-
nections-which is sensed automatically, determine which net-
work, typically MPLS or basic Internet, the next packet should
be routed over.
As well as reducing network cost by replacing some amount
of MPLS capacity with basic Internet services, the application-
aware intelligent Packet routing can have a significant impact
on network performance. The iilustration in Figure 1 from
-@W&& &&eekW.
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SD-WAN vendor VekrCloud below shows the improvement in
the performance for a site with links from XO Communica-
tions and Comcast Cable. At the bottom is a representation of
the performance prior to implementing the SDN (red indicates
trouble), and at the top, the performance over the same two
link.s when used in an SD-WAN.
Conclusion
Meeting the performance requirements for wide area traffic,
particularly real time traffic like voice and video, has been an
expensive and time-consuming challenge to network managers.
That journey has led us through frame relay and ATM, and now
users are faced with a choice between expensive MPLS services
or Iess costly Internet connections that cannot guarantee Ia-
tency, packet loss, or jitter that are so critical to real time traffic
performance. SD-WAN offers a new option to use the less costly
Internet service but use intelligence embedded in the network
to optimize the performance of the network.
SD-WAN is one of the first big deliverables to come out of
SDNs, and it's a technology that every WAN manager should be
taking a krok at.
Michael Finneran is a consultant with dBrn Associates in Hewlett
Neck, NY and industry analy$ wrth over 40 years of experience
in the networking field. He is a f requent contributor to NoJit
ter.com and lJcstrategies.com and chairs the Mobility track at
Enterprise Connect.
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loT: The lnternet of Things
What are we to do with it?
Ihe Internet of Things (loT) is poised
to be the third generation of the Internet
and a revolution in the technology indus-
try. Expert.s predict that by the year 2020
there will be over 50 bill rn IoT devices
that generate over $8 trillion in revenue
over the course of the next decade. These
numbers highlight the large changes that
are on the way not only for industries
but for academia as well. To help prepare
for this upcoming change, the Intelligent
Networked Devices institute (lNDi) was
started at Ball State. INDi is working to
re.search human interactions with IoT
devices and to explore how IoT will af-
fect academia. INDi conducted a study
during the spring of 2016 to estimate the
readiness of colleges for the rise of IoT.
What ls lt and Why Are We Concerned?
The formal definition of IoT is the net-
work of physical objects embedded with
software, electronics, software, sensors,
and network connectivity to collect and
exchange data. A simple way to think
about this definition is that it brings
Internet connectivity to ordinary devices
that we use every day, such a.s cars and
home appliances. The proliferation of
these devices will also introduce several
new hurdles in realms of IT that are
already challenging-including security,
privacy, and data management.
The greatest concern for krT is
security. The lack of any standards for
IoT devices places security in the "Wild
West" of technology. This has led to many
devices compietely disregarding security
in an attempt to reduce costs, therefore
putting consumers and businesses at risk.
This means that the IT staff handling
implementation of IoT devices must take
every precaution possible to ensure that
IoT devices do not negatively compro-
mise the security of their network. Surely
the students will bring them and expect
their full integration into their lifestyles.
Another major concern with IoT is
privacy of data. Privacy of data involves
a series of challenges from the sharing of
consumer data to maintaining data secu-
rity in high-risk areas such as health care.
Industry and academia alike must adapt
to the privacy concerns presented by IoT
to ensure that they keep employees as
well as students safe. There are currently
several college campuses around the
United States that have open webcams,
allowing anyone to spy on what is tak-
ing place within the university. While it
may not.seem like this is a major i.ssue,
it could result in major legal implica-
tions for med school.s that handle large
amounts of patient data, for example.
Another major component of IoT is
data management. Data collection and
analysis is one ofthe biggest benefits to
IoT implementation, but it comes with its
own .!et of problems. One of the biggest
hurdles standing in the way of data col-
lection is the question of how to store all
of the data generated by IoT devices. Not
only will data centers have to increase
in size in an effort to hold the ma.ssive
amounts of data, but the methodology of
data centers will also have to change to
object-based storage to meet the analytics
requirements of IoT.
A major hurdle will be determining
who will analyze the data generated in
the clas.sroom environment. Will each
department hire their own data analyt-
ics expert, or will there be a rise of a new
data analytics department in academic
IT? This also creates the problem of
whether or not the employee handling
data analytics is an expert ofthat par-
ticular field. If not, how will they know
what data is worthwhile? These and other
questions must be answered before suc-
cessful implementation of IoT analytics
takes place.
How Are We Doing?
To try to get a sen.se of how academia was
fielding these issues, we surveyed other
colleges and universities in Indiana. The
survey was sent to CIO-level profession-
als ftrr all higher-cducation organizations
in the state of Indiana. We plan to go
national with this survey, but the state of
Indiana acts as a baseline. The survey was
returned in early April, and we compiled
the results in early May.
The survey had multiple sections.
The first was baseline information to
gauge knowledge and interest in IoT. This
gave us an understanding ofhow these
CIO-level professional.s perceive IoT and
of their concerns regarding the issues of
IoT. We then surveyed their current and
future plans in dealing with the incoming
wave of IoT at their particular organiza-
tion. And we created a time series design
about IoT. From this, we determined that
IoT has substantially grown in popularity
just within the last three years.
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For the first section of our survey,
Baseline Knowledge, we created a scale
from I to 10 and averaged the answers
from all of the individuals surveyed. This
section included question.s to determine
how an individual CIO-level professional
feels about IoT and how it will evolve
in the near future. An interesting trend
we lound is that while many individuals
are concerned with security within IoT,
they do not think that IoT a.s a whole is
relevant to their department. We feel this
is potentially dangerous, because many
departments do not think it is their job
to research and irnplement IoT for an
organization. It i.s important for a high-
Ievel discus.sion to take place about IoT
and to start putting into action thought.s
and plans regarding how to deal with this
rising phenomenon.
Transilion to lPv6
The next section of our survey dealt with
IP addre.ssing within their organization.
The tran.sition to IPv6 has been a grow-
ing concern over the years because of the
depletion of IPv4 address space. With
IoT coming and the possibility of 50+
billion devices that need to be connected,
will this finally be the end of IPv4? We
have seen sorne device.s that require an IP
address and others that use Bluetooth to
communicate with your smartphone. But
even if a small portion of those 50 billion
devices require an IP address, IPv4-only
networks will run into trouble.
Most of the colleges we surveyed felt
that thcy arc rcady ftrr the transition to
IPv6. The core infrastructure is there,
and they just need to flip the switch.
However, there are strll .small applications
out there that need to be updated. In the
past, when the Internet was young, most
people on college campu.ses only needed
one IP address for their computer. Today,
howevcr, that numher continues to in-
crease and is now up to an average three
or four per student. With devices such as
smartphones, gaming devices, wearable.s,
and tablets, college campuse.s are dealing
with many more IP addres.ses than in
Hackers Coming in
We must take precautions not to underestimate the impact of IoT traffic on
communication seryers, and security requires an update in many cases. In the
summer of 2016, hackers embedded malware in toastcrs and other appli-
ances, IoT devices including CCTV video cameras and digital video recorders,
causing them to launch coordinated, simultaneous message transmissions that
resulled in a 24-hour shutdown of backbone lnternet servers on the East Coast
of the United States.
No one knows (or those who do are not saying) exactly what type of bot-
net was established and activated or by whom, although the evidence seems
to point to Russian state actors employing Mirai malware. The IoT includes
many things one typically would not consider as netw()rkable computers, such
as automobiles, major household appliances (e.g., refrigerators), DVRs, web-
cams, smart TVs, printers, control systems (e.g., HVAC) and security systems
that nor only are IP addressable but also can initiate alerts and alarms to serv-
ers supporting centralized diagnostic tools and other network management
tools*there are even intelligent IP addressable iight bulbs. I suspect there
soon will be intelligent IP addressable toasters, irons, coffee makers, etc. These
things are nol. well secured, il at all. It would be a relatively simple matter for a
hacker to gain access to the relevant IP address blocks and default or hard-
coded passwords, plant malware and create a botnet that could be activated in
its entirety at a given time to launch a DDOS attack and overwhelm Internet
routers. That means lights out!
througS the Toaster
the past. With IoT sensors and actuators,
there will be an increased demand for IP
addresses.
Regarding IP addressing, a large ma-
jority of those surveyed believe they will
need more IP addresses as a result of stu-
dents introducing more IoT device.s onto
the network. While they know that IoT
is coming and that it will impact their
university, they believe it is still years
away. The individuals surveyed think that
IoT will not have a major impact on their
organization for three, four, or even five
or more years.
Based on our research, we think
the impact on campus will come much
sooner than when our survey respon-
dents expect. Talk.s about IoT need t<r
.start happening now in order to be ahead
of the curve. That way, when students be-
gin buying and bringing IoT devices, they
will not be opening security holes that
can compromise data. As we all know,
students expect to have their devices wurk
perfectiy with the network with minimal
setup.
Results of our survey show that not
much formal discussion about IoT is tak-
ing place on campus. We a.sked a range of
questions covering many areas that were
used to gauge how IoT is being discussed
and implemented throughout colleges
and universities. Many institutions arc
just begrnning to think about IoT and
trying to answer the questions of when
and how much IoT will affect their opera-
tions. Looking ahead a few years, colleges
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and universities are planning to start
more ltrrmal talks and carry ()ut strategic
implementatron in an effort to tackle IoT.
Time Series Design
Wc decided to perform a time series
analysis for IoT occurrences. A time se-
ries is a sequence of measurements of the
same variable collected over time. It al-
krws us to obscrve the dramatic increase
in awareness of IoT and research.
The nurnber of scholarly articles that
focus on IoT continues to grow. We chose
a couple of the large educational publica-
tions and analyzed how often the term
"lnternet of Things" appeared in schol-
arly articles or white papers. Just three
years ago, there were very few. Now, there
are almost two do7-en in just one year.
People want to know what is new in
the market and how the technokrgy is
maturing and progressing. Because oI
thi.s, there has heen a dramatic incrca.sc
in Google searches over the year. People
are talking about IoT everywhere, and
consumers are.showing interest in the
products. IoT has been all over the news
in recent month.s and years. More and
more, companies are spending time and
research to develop IoT products. This
both helps company operations and
meets consumer needs, which ultirnately
results in rncreased sales.
Conclusion
In its current state, IoT has introduced
more questions than answers. Two of
those questions are, "What devices do I
need?" and "How do I get those devices ttr
collect the data that I want?" In addition,
there are many administrative questions
that will be presented with the imple-
mentation of IoT. Here are three of the
most common questions we found:
. What changes to our school's policies
nccd to he rnadc, cspecially ctrnccrning
be.st effort?
. How do we handle charging for the
additional services we will need for IoT
to function on the network?
. Who will handle the data analytics
and collection that comprises a large part
of the demand of IoT?
While these and other hurdles are
currently standing in the way of IoT, it
is only a matter of time before IoT is
implemented everywhere, changing not
only industry but academia as well.
Ron Kovac, PhD, a former ACUTA Presi'
dent, is director/professlr at Ball State
University. Contibuting to this article
were BSU graduate assistants Ryan Pat-
terson and Dominic McClung.
The lollowing information wal taken frbm
information published by the Depaltrnent
of Homeland Security on their official
web sir e : h ttp s : / / w ww. us - cer t. gov / nca s/ tip s/
ST04-002, The site provides considerable
information about hacking, how to prettent
it, and how to mitigate if i haPPens.
Most people use passwords t-hat are
based on personal information and are
easy to remember. However, that also
makes it easier for an attacker to crack
them. Consider a four-digit PIN. Is yours
a combination of the month, day, or year
of your birthday? Or Your address or
phone number? Think about how easy it
is to find someone's birthday or similar
information. What about your email
password-is it a word that can be found
in the dictionary? If so, it may be suscep-
tihle to dictionary attacks, which attempt
to guess passwords bascd on common
words or phrases.
Although intcntionally misspetling
a word ("daytt" instead of "date") may
offer some protection against dictionary
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length of passwords, and some do not
accept spaces. Avoid common phrases,
famous quotations, and song lyrics.
Don't assume that once you've devel-
oped a strong password you should use it
for every system or program. If attackers
do guess it, they would have access to all
ofyour accounts. You should use these
techniques to develop unique passwords
for each of your accounts:
. Use different passwords on different
systems and accounts.
. Don't use passwords that are based on
personal information that can be easily
accessed or guessed.
. Use a combination of capital and
lowercase letters, numbers, and special
ch aracters.
. Don't use words that can be found in
any dictionary of any language.
. Develop mnemonics such as passphras-
es [or remembering complex passwords.
. Consider using a password manager
program to keep track of your passwords.
H'ow'to Choose Good Passwords
attacks, an even better method is to rely
on a series of words and use.rriemory
techniques, or mnemonics, to help you
remember how to decode it. For example,
instead of the password "hooPs,'1 use
"llTphb" for"[] []ike tTlo Ipllay tbl
asket[b]alll' Using both lowercase and
capital letters adds another layer of
obscurity. Your best defense, though,
is to use a comtrination of numbers,
special characters, and both lowercase
and capital letters. Changing the same
example used above to "I1l2pBb.'r creates a
password very diflerent from any diction-
ary word.
Longer passwords are more secure
than shorter ones because there are more
characters to guess, so consider using
passphrases when you can. For example,
"Passwd 4 miemalel" would be a strong
password because it has many characters
and includes lowercase and capital letters,
numbers, and special characterS. You
may need to try different variations of a
passphrase-some applications limit thc
ls the LPWAN in your Future?
Wearable technologies and the loT are
bringing new demands to the campus
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Wrn ullthe press about wearable
technologies, we cannot avoid hearing,
seeing, and reading about the Internet of
Things (loT). Connections in cars, home
automation, and security are already
being integrated into our landscape,
and exponential growth is part of every
forecast.
IoT is entering the education market
as well, with IoT devices that will soon
be supporting buitding maintenance,
building operations, energy manage-
ment, and security. We will al.so see IoT
endpoints in agricultural settings (such
as measuring the environment and use
ofresources) and even discover IoT de-
vices in vehicles, lawn mowers, tractor.s,
and construction equipment. Higher ed
institutions must add to their agenda.s
con.sideration of IoT device.s, their net-
work connections, and their cost.
loT Device Characteristics
The institution needs to focus on IoT
devices in the mobile-to-mobile (M2M)
space that are krw cost, consume very
little power, and are powered by batteries
that do not need recharging or replace-
ment for years.
IoT devices may be separate or em-
bedded in other devices such as a vehicle
or building HVAC machinery. The
number of addressable devices-which
could be in the thousands-witl likely
have wide geographic distribution.
Budgeting will be a significant chal-
lenge because IoT can require a large
number of endpoints, and wiring up all
the endpoints is often difficult and ex-
pensive and sometimes unworkable. The
goal is to deliver connectivity that costs
Iess than $S/month (for 1,000 devices
this translates to $5,000/month flor access
charges) and operates firr 10 years on a
single AA battery.
The network architecture for wireless
IoT devices should:
. Supportlong-rangecommunications
. Operate with Iow power and long bat-
tery life
. Manage a large number of endpoints
. Support both bw and high latency
(delay) applications
. Deal with radio interference
. Deliver secure communications
. Operate with one way and bi-direc-
titlnaI communications
. Allow a range oI applications, many
of which have yet to be discovered
lntroducing Low Power Wide Area
Technologi es
How does Wikipedia define LPWA?
"Low-Power Wide-Area Network (LP-
WAN) or Low-Power Network (LPN)
is a type of wireless telecommunication
network designed to allow long-range
communications at a krw bit rate among
things (connected objects), such as sen-
sor.s operated on a battery. The solution
to these issues may lie with a new form of
cell service called Low Power Wide Area
(LPWA) technologies."
LPWA pnrviders need tu co-exist
with the cellular mobile network and
other short-range technologies. This
co-existence will be delivered differently
depending on the local cellular markets.
LPWA can be a competitive differentiator,
and there are already a number of market
participants in the LPWA space. The
differences between the technology types
include the radio spectrum used (licensed
versus license-exempt) and the network
provider'.s [ocal market strategies.
The LoRa@ Alliance
According to their website, the LoRa Alli-
ance* is "an open, non-profit association
of members who believe that the Internet
of Things era is now! Our members are
crlllaborating and sharing experience to
drive the success of the LoRa protocol,
LoRaWAN'", as the open global standard
for secure, carrier-grade IoT LPWA con-
nectivity. With a certification program to
guarantee interoperability and the techni-
cal flexibility to address the multiple IoT
applications-be they static or mobile,
we believe that LoRaWAN can give all
THINGS a gkrbal voice."
The LoRao Alliance's mission is to
produce a global standard for LPWA that
enables and stimulates IoT, machine-
to-machine (M2M), industrial, and
consumer applications. To drive the
worldwide adoption of LoRaWAN,
members share knowledge and experi-
ence to guarantee interoperability among
operators and IoT endpoints.
LoRaWAN targets IoT devices such
as secure hidirectional communication,
mobility, and localization services. The
by Gary Audin
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standard provides interoperability among
IoT devices without requiring complex
local installations.
LoRaWAN network architecture is
usually conligured in a star-of-stars (clus-
ter) topology in which gateways support
a transparent bridge relaying messages
between IoT devices and a network
server. Gateways are connected to the
nerwork server through lP connections.
IoT devices use a single-hop wireless
communication to one or more gateways,
IoT device communication is expected
to be bi-directional. Multicast operation
supports operation software upgrades
or other mass distribution transmi's-
sions to reduce the communication time,
thereby conserving cellular netlvork time
See "A technicul otterview of LoRa@ and
Lo RaWAN'* " http s: / /www. lor a' alliance.
o r g/ p o rt al s / 0 / do cum ents / w hitep ap er s / Lo -
RaWAN 1 0 1.p df for more information,
Are All LPWA lmplementalions the Same?
No, there are two competing oPen-
standards-based technologies, which
are LoRa and proprietary, and more
vertically integrated solutions like Sigfox
and Ingenu. These two provide only uni-
directional communication to a limited
number of applications.
A LoRa-based network offers bidi-
rectional communication, mobile device
support, adaptive data-rate support, and
strong security features for a rich and
diverse ecosystem of IoT applications flor
a variety of markets.
Are there interoperability issues?
Interoperability is not an issue if you use
a LoRa solution. There will be interop
issues if .someone u.ses the other LPWAN
networks that are proprietary.
Interoperability is a key part of
the LoRa Alliance mission that offers
a certification program to guarantee
interoperability. The LoRaWAN"
certification program provides assurance
to end customers that their application-
specific end devices will operate on any
LoRaWAN network. The program in-
cludes a vigorous suite ofinterop testing
designed to confirm that the end device
meets the functional requirements of the
Lo rotocol specification.
If you consider LoRa certified
services, you will have a wider range of
endpoints available for IoT application.
These three blogs and a podcast
provide more background on IoT and
LPWA:
. LPWA Live for IoT at http://www.nojit-
ter.com/post/2 40 17 1930 llpw a- live- for-iot
. IoT at the Network Edge at http://www.
nojitter.com/p ostl 24017 207 9/iot- at- the-
network-edge
. Are You New to IoT? at http://www.
nojitter.com/p ostl 24017 09 52lare-you -
new-to-iot.
. A podcast is available as weil, "LPWA
for IoT Connections" at http.s://telecom-
reseller.com/20 l6 I 07 I 13 llpw a-for-iot-
connections/.
Gary Audin is a consultant with many
years ol lT and telecom technology ex'
perience. He writes on technoljgy t1pics
such as this at nojitter.com. Reach him at
delphi-inc@att.net.
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When Wi-Fi isn't quite enough, add DAS:
to the mixture
Crl.r. students are the most demand-
ing mobile-technokrgy consumers on
the planet. Whether downloading videos
from Netflix, uploading photos to social
media, or sending the latest assignment to
a professor, most students have little idea
what technology supports their mobile
lifestyles-and they don't care. They just
want it to work.
College students, staf( faculty, and
vi.sitors bring their own devices to
campuses and expect uhiquitous acces.s,
anywhere and all the time. To meet
expectations, college.s and universities are
being forced to spend millions of dollars
to provide campuswide coverage and
deliver unlimited bandwidth at little or
no additional cost to the student. Accord-
ing to Earl Lum, president of E)L Wireless
Research, "Many IT staff are kroking for
a unicorn solution: a free network with
unlimited capacity and bandwidth for
consumers who don't want to pay any-
thing."
Campuses have invested in Wi-Fi
and fiber rings to address many of the
communications needs of their staff and
students. Using a Wi-Fi acces.s point,
.students can Skype, Vibea WhatsApp,
and make calls using voice over Wi-Fi.
On some campuse.s, the combination of
Wi-Fi and the macro cellular network
meets the need ftrr communicatitrn on
campu.ses, but relying on this approach
alone can lead to significant gaps.
According to Lum, for one campus,
the wake-up call for change came from
a mother who tried to call her freshman
daughter for days, and linally contacred
the chancellor's office to ask, "Is my
child safe and how can I reach her?" She
learned that the .service provider'.s net-
work didn't penetrate into her daughter's
dormitory, so calls didn't get through.
The 9- 1- 1 emergency system falls into
another communications gap. The wire-
less carriers are mandated to deliver loca-
tion data along with every outgoing 9- I - 1
call so that emergency first responders
and services can locate callers within
minutes. No similar service or technol-
ogy exists for Wi-Fi or voice over Wi-Fi,
and carrier Wi-Fi calling i.s still in early
stages of deployment. With heightened
concerns about public.safety on cam-
pus, the lack of outgoing 9- 1 - I location
services from dorms or classrooms poses
unacceptahle ri.sks of liability.
A third gap will be more obvious in
the near future. Tens of millions of square
feet of new buildings are being con.struct-
ed on campuses nationwide, many of
them LEED certified. The new building
materials allow virtually no mobile signal
to penetrate inside the building from the
service provider's antennas outdoors.
So mobile devices won't connect to the
service provider networks in those build-
ings either, turning them into celluiar
dead zones, and ampliffing risk in an
emergency.
According to Donny Jackson, edibr
<tf Urgent Communications: "ln these
energy-efficient buildings, the idea that
radio signals from an outdoor tower
consistently will be able to penetrate
inside a building to provide indoor
coverage-particularly coverage that does
not drain battery life from a device-no
longer is realistic. Instead, a more reliable
approach is to design coverage inside a
structure" with in-building networks.
Balancing Wi-Fi Traffic
Another complicating factor is the
increasing load on Wi-Fi networks.
Suppose that a large university has 5,000
to 10,000 u.sers relying on Wi-Fi that ad-
dresses gaps in the macro cellular service.
A.s more mobile u.sers adopt voice over
Wi-Fi, demand on the campus Wi-Fi net-
work rises, prompting network upgrades.
Already many campuses are experiencing
heightened demand from data traffic
alone-
Wi-Fi does not possess the bandwidth
and throughput of wired networks. Campu.s
IT departments must move access point
(AP) bcation.s, or add additional APs, to
deliver.services as capacity requirements
continually change and increase. Physically
shifting and deploying new infrastructure
adds to costs.
Rather than doubling down on Wi-Fi,
some campuses are balancing their invest-
ments by using private spectrum from
cellular carriers, deiivered via DAS (distri-
buted antenna sy.stems), to addre.ss growth
in voice and data traffic, while preserv-
ing their public spectrum. By combining
)
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ings use materials that bhck RF signals,
specifically the glazing used for windows.
As LIE and VoLIE become more
prevalent, capacity will have a bigger
impact. Lack of capacity is to blame when
you see five-bar coverage on your smart-
phone, but it lacks the bandwidth to load
a wehpage. Capacity issues can crtrp up in
large, crowded stadiums where thousands
of people are uploading photos to the
web at the same time, for instance.
DAS equipment can support multiple
technokrgies (3G/4G), frequency bands,
and multiple carriers, providing the
comprehensive coverage most cam-
puses require. They integrate easily with
existing fiber ring networks and can be
flexibly deployed where needed.
Gigabit Ethernet fiber multiplexing
solutions will increasingly be deployed to
address fiber exhaustion. Data through-
put and speed are typically constrained
by the point-to-point fiber- optic links
that connect campus buildings. Fiber
multiplexing solutions use wavelength di-
visional technologies to channelize fiber
strands-increasing the capacity of exist-
ing fiber deployments without the need
to install or lease costly new fiber strands.
As an example, a single strand of fiber
can deliver multiple wavelength channels
each running symmetrically at lGbps up
and down stream, This represents signifi-
cant CAPEX and OPEX savings.
Fiber infrastructure is physically
smaller and lighter than copper, and is
easily installed by technicians. Most im-
portantly, fiber delivers almost unlimited
room for future bandwidth expansion.
The connected university requires
wireless solutions that keep students,
faculty, administrat()rs, operati()ns
personnel, visitors and first responders
connected.
Conlrolling the Last Wireless Mile on
Campus
With DAS, campuses can maintain
control over the last mile of their
wireless networks, just as they already
control their PBX, LAN, WAN, and
WiFi networks. Think of your campus
as a population center with growing
dernands that need to he met over time.
Because DAS relies on a centralized head
end, campuses can spread capacity over
their fiber network gradually as demand
grows, rather than negotiating with car-
riers for network build-outs or small cell
deployments.
On the 8,709-acre Duke UniversitY
campus, more than 200 buildings are
connected to the DAS network. The
university owns and controls this vital
asset. Carriers paid a pro rata share of
the network build-out, with a seven-year,
self-renewing commitment to network
refreshes as the technology evolves.
Bob Iohnson, Duke's senior direc-
tor of communications infrastructure
and gkrbal strategies, evaluated various
approaches before deciding to main-
tain control over the DAS network. He
persuaded carriers to join the univer.sity-
owned model by running the numbers.
"We've got 45,000 people working on
campus or attending Duke. We said ttr
the carriers,'lfyou are not in on the DAS
@
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Figure 1. Example of 0utdoor Campus DAS Solution. The connected university requires wireless
solutions that keep students, laculty, administrators, operations personnel, visitors, and first
responders connected.
licensed and unlicensed spectrum, cam-
Puses can offload traffic to the most cost-
effective network as demands inevitably
increase.
So what is DAS?
Imagine that the macro cellular network
has been shrunk down so that it can be
deployed in buildings or across a col-
lege campus. Mobile-service providers
connect to a centralized head end that
connects, in turn, to the campus network'
Remote antennas on the campus network
radiate RF signals to smartphones on
camPus, Iike sprinkJers from a hose' The
DAS network extends and strengthens the
service provider's signal in places where it
is weak, lacks capacity, or suffers from RF
interference.
DAS equiPment can "densifY" the
edge of the carrier's network by address-
ing both coverage and capacity. Coverage
issues crop up when the radio signal can't
penetrate to a klcation. For instance, RF
signals can have difficulty penetrating
through a second or third wall into a
building's center. LEED- certified build-
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luctwork, you'll rni.s.s out on four ttl eight
years of'a Duke den'rographic, ar-rcl you,ll
lose thosc subscriber.s." AT&T, Sprint,
and Vcnzun i)artncred with Duke, with
the initial investrlent for the in building
wireless nctwork costing approxrmatcly
$ l.{X) $ L50 per srluare foot. The carriers
are paying lirr usage either by sectors or
by ficrlue ncie.s.
In Duke's huLr-and-spoke trodel, a
fiber ring connecrs the buildings, with
carriers connecting to thc net\.()rk at a
singic head,encl locarion. SOLiD's DAS
cquiprnent brings signal into thc build-
ings, supporting voice and ciata traflic.
The entire .sy.stcm is designed to scalc a.s
dcr-nanci increase.s over timc.
John.son chose to invest in both Wi-Fi
and l)AS networks. IIc says, "Vtu need
both technologics roday. With DAS, whcn
Ians leave Dukc's staclium afier a home
garnc, thcy can contiuuc tl're fan experi-
ence all the way home." For n'rorc cletails
on Bob's decision-rr-raking process, see tl'ri.s
viclco: http://www.solid.con'r/bold idcas/
thc-middleprise.htrnl
Looking Ahead
1'he problctns facing hrgher-educatiotr
L,ilr)11u\c\ will 6r,'w iI they .,rrrtinuc to
struggle with di.sparate r-retworks they
don't control and unlicenscd frccluen
cics thcy cannot r.naxirnize or that do
not have a clear IIC)1. 'f I'rc urgent nced to
pnrvrde clcar cornrnunication hrr public
salety ar-rd the cxponcr-rtial growth in cle
mand hrr capacrty mcans that technokrgy
solutiorrs will nced to tre consolidated
ollerings that plovidc unletterecl access
hrr students, ernpkryces, safc[y pcrsonncl,
ar-rd the general pr-rblic.
Scott Gregory is director 0.f marketing
at S)LlD. Reach him at scltt.gregory@
solid.com
DIDs for ELINs?
Additional DIDs (direct inward dial) for
emergency iine identi6cation numbers
(ELINs) are not so much f<rr callback as
they are for location. The PSAP's ANI/
ALI databases are static (or at ieast they
cannot bc updatcd in real tirne.l str yor.r
need to have a specific phone number
a.ssociated with each emergency response
Iocation (ERL). Most E9l I cent-ers arc
only able to look up location information
based on a 10-digit phone number (au-
tomatic number identification or ANI).
That ANI is associatcd in the datahasc
with a response location (ALI) such as
"2nd floor Administration BuiJding" with
a street address. In the past, a caller's
DID provided both the callback number
Geolf Tritsch
Vanlage Technology Consulting Group
and the location information as moves
were not dynamic and telecom would
update the ANI/ALI database daily or as
needed.
When doing 8911 with a VoIP
systcm, the additional DIDs act as static
ELINs associated with a specific ERL
in order to providc the required static
phone numhcr for the PSAP's AN I/ALI
datahase. The numher of additional
DIDs required depends on the level of
granularity you have selectetl lor 9 I I
location services (one per building, one
per floor, one per TR, I per port, ..,). If
thc PSAP nceds to call thc callcr back,
they call back on thc DID assrrciated with
that ERL (thc one that shows up on their
screen). Part of the purpose of the 91 I
software from providers like West 911,
RcdSky, and others is to cache the caller's
actual DID and ternporarily associate the
caller's actual DID with the DID associ-
ated with the specific ERL.
To the best of my knowledgc, the
"uniquc kcy" mcntioned sometimcs for
use in place trf ELINs presently only ap-
plies whcn you are using a VolP Ptrsition-
ing Center tVPC). A VPC is a national
subscription (read: recurring cost)
scrvice thaI acts as a 9l I intermedi-
ary and routes calls tt.r the appropriate
PSAP. VPCs arc espccially useful if you
have lots of remote workings scattered
across multiplc calling areas.
Unlike traditional PS ALI (Privatc
Switch Au tomatic Location ldentifi ca-
l"ion), the VPC solution is not limited
to the use of l0-digit ELINs to identifu
the location o[the caller. VPCs can
also use a variety of other unique
identifiers (MAC, IP, exrension) in their
national ALI database (diflerent from
the regional ALI darahases used by thc
PSAPs) tu determinc the location of
the call. The lirniting iactor can still be
the PSAPs and their ability to use the
newer NaIional Emergency Number
Association (NENA) dat.a exchange for-
mats. Newer versions of the NENA data
exchange formats and Next Generation
9l I (NG 911.) are intendcd to hring
the data cxchangc pr()cess in line with
currcnl. technology-hut not all PSAPs
are on-board as yet.
You can reach Geoft at gelffrey.tritsch@
vantagetcg.c0m.
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Hot lssues in Gommunications Technology Law
TCPA, Kari's Law, E91 1, FCC, FTC and more
/, *r, 
-, 
privilege to speak at this Fall's
ACUTA seminar in Denver. As a result
oI those presentations and ensuing con-
versation, what foilows will outline some
of the hot issues in communications
technokrgy law, particularly over the past
few months. The topics presented here
are not exhaustive-many others are not
included. But these areas are relevant,
based on both my work experience and
events of the recent Past.
It's not exactly a disclaimer, but I
think that it's important to acknowl-
edge the underlying issues that affect
academic communications that are,
perhaps, different from those presented
in traditional enterprise communications
environments. Is.sues associated with
academic freedom and the maintenance
of academic integrity combined with
scholarship must underlie every discus-
sion about communications technoklgy
and the laws that are evolving on almost a
daily basis in an academic environment.
TCPA
The Telecommunications Consumer
Protection Act (TCPA) was originally
enacted in 1971 when, I susPect, too
many federal legislators had their dinners
interrupted by telemarketers. The law has
evolved to take into account a number
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of technological innovations, particu-
larly with respect to mobile devices. The
TCPA has ctear (well, sort of) guidance,
particularly with respect to texting and
calls made to mobile phones where it is
assumed that the owner of the device
pays to receive messages. Without going
into the long and.somewhat twisted his-
tury of TCPA, it'.\ important to recognize
a couple of relatively recent twists that
affect those entities that make outbound
calls-particularly those that are made by
auto dialers or which do not involve hu-
man intervention. Read: robocalls.
Not so long ago, entities could make
such calls to consumers claiming that
they had an "existing business relation-
ship" with call recipients. This exception
applied to numbers that were on the
FTC's Do-Not-Call list that were either
traditional landlines or mobile devices.
However, such exceptions have not ex-
isted for the past two years.
The most recent batch of regulatory
guidance directly relevant to robocalls
made to mobile devices in academic
environments allows calls made for three
specific reasons, and with specific limita-
tions, to mobile devices. The first is for
emergency purposes, the second is with
the prior consent of the calied Party (an
individual's mere listing of a number as
a contact number is not, in and of itself,
such permission), and the third is to
collect debts either owed to or secured by
the federal government (Note:
According to a 2015 study by the Depart-
ment of the Treasury, the government has
$1.3 TRILLION of non-tax receivables, of
which $162.1 billion is delinquent.)
Notably, calls made for emergencY
purposes must really be f<rr emergency
medical or safety reasons. No other con-
tent is considered tolerable. For example,
"there's a fire in West Andrews" (my first
dorm) would be acceptable. "There's a fire
in West Andrews and the medical clinic is
giving flu shots this week" would be a vio-
lation. For more information on specifics
related to the TCPA, please contact me or
your TCPA-compliance staff.
Texting as a Business Praclice
It would be my hoPe that most PeoPle
understand that texting as a business
practice is a bad idea. Period. Always.
While it is certainly a c()nvenient com-
munications vehicle, the fact is that the
risks associated with texting far outweigh
the benefits. For example, potential viola-
tions of HIPPA and OSHA requirements,
among others, make texting a platform to
be avoided in a business context. There's
just too much that can go wrong when a
message is sent to an unintended recipi-
ent.
Kari's Law Update
Kari's Law, named after murder victim
Kari Rene Hunt, passed the U.S. Hou'se
of Representatives in May 2016. The bill
essentially forbids the bkrcking of calls
made to 9-1-i, even when a 9, or some
other digit, is required for a caller to reach
an outside line. Whiie the law awaits a
Senate vote, it is currently existing law in
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Suffolk County
in New York, Tennessee, and Texas, with
other states currently contemplating their
own versions. (Be advised that state or re-
gional Kari's Laws may vary slightly). The
text of the federal law reads as follows:
(Sec.2)This bill amends the Com-
munications Act of 1934 to prohibit
businesses from manufacturing or
importing for use in the United States,
or selling or leasing in the United States,
a multi-line telephone system unless it is
pre-configured to allow users to directly
initiate a call to 9- 1- 1 (without dial-
ing any additional digit, code, prefix, or
post-fix, including any trunk-access code
.such as the digit "9") from any station
equipped with dialing facilities.
Businesses are prohibited from install-
ing, managing, or operating multi-line
telephone systems without such a direct
9-1-l call configuration.
Busines.ses installing, managing, or oper-
ating such systems for use in the United
States must configure the systems to pro-
vide a notification to a central location at
the facility where the system is installed,
or to anrrther person or organization re-
gardless of location, if the system is able
to be so configured without an improve-
ment to the hardware or software.
Is a university campus a business for
purposes ofthe law? That fight has yet to be
fought, but it wouldn't take a great attorney
tr,r make the argument that a campus is a
business and that compliance with the letter
and spirit of the law is "reasonable," the
ultimate word in legal parlance!
S e cu rity/Privacy
In its regularly scheduled monthly meet-
ing at the end ofOctober 2016, the FCC
approved new privacy rules for providers of
broadband Internet acces.s service, The new
rules were made nece.ssary when broadband
service was reclassified as common carrier
service in the 2015 Open Internet Order, and
thus moved from the realm of the Federal
Trade Commi.s.sion to the Federal Commu-
nications Commission. But the new rules,
whose final version has not yet been fully
released, are also a major step toward align-
ing the FCC's rules with those of the FTC
and some of the states.
The complete final rules have yet to be
fully released, and once they are released,
providers will have six months from the
date of publication in the Federal Register
to comply. But there are some important
changes that end-users of broadband
lnternet-access services should be aware
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ihey're noi quiti ave re,,fg:ffi;,;.* fnfl;;; drones around than
there used to be. Primarily in the interest of public safety, drone operation is
now regulated to an extent that hasn t been seen before. A couple of interest-
ing factoids since new rules became effective in August of this year:
. States,and rnunicipalitiiirtre,ttshibited from imposing limits on where
drones may be operated or requiring operators to complete certain training.
Local laws that address privacy, land use, and local law enforcement are NOT
preempted by federat rules.
. The FAA defines au'1ulrmanned aircraft system" or UAS as 'an unmanned
aircraft that is capible of sustained flight in the atmosphere, flown within vi-
sual line of site of the person operating the aircraft, and flown only for hobby
or recreational purposes."
. As of December, 2015, all UAS devices must be registered with the FM.
This includes,loth.recreationaf and commercial-use droqgs wq.,gllilgbetwecn
0.5 and 55 lbs. Regislratiod,infoirnatioa is available at httpsllliegifter-myuas.
faa.govl. Registrants must bc U.S. citizens, and at least 13 years old. The cost
for registration is $5.00 for 3 years.
. Commercial drone operators no longer require a pilot's license, although
all operators rnust pasi.l, knowled$eibased exam and obtain a drone-specific
operator's certificate with a small UAS rating.
. Operators MUST MAINTAIN VISUAL LINE OF SITE with the drone at
Drones rnay oolybe operated only during daylighl houiq, must slay below
400 feet, and must travel no faster than 100 mph.
ocally, requires the customer's consent.
The flip side of this is that there is a small
amount of information to which the
consumer cannot "opt-out" of providing.
Most of this relates to information neces-
sary to generate bills, aithough aggregated
information, where personal identifi ers
have been removed with the purpose of
general trending information, may also
be shared without consumer-provided
consent.
In addition, broadband providers will
be required to take "reasonable measures"
to protect consumer data from either
disclosure or unauthorized use, What's
"reasonable" is for a court to decide, but
the FCC will be monitoring provider
practices, and it's likely that there will be
some additional clarification provided in
the next Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
that the FCC makes on these issues early
next year.
Notices to consumers when data
breaches occur will also take a more
consistent form (and may be completely
standardized) that more closely aligns
with current standards used by the FTC
along with the states. Further, obligations
to notifo federal law enforcement (FBI,
Secret Service) in the event of a breach
have also been codified.
More clarification on the finer points
of the FCC's action will be available
once the complete rules are publi.shed in
the Federai Register. For the time being,
consumers and providers shouid be satis-
fied that they know, at a minimum, the
direction that rules are evolving.
TDM Migration to lP
Over the summer, the FCC took major
steps to lighten the process as incum-
bent carriers continue their sklw but
steady migration away from TDM (time
division multiplexing) services. At the
prompting of carrier advocate USTele-
com (in the form ofa petition for a
declaratory ruling), the FCC agreed
that the designation of incumbent local
exchange carriers (lLEC.s) as dominant
of before the new rules take effect. Very Secondly, there must be formal and
briefly, there are a number ofareas of clearly defined "opt-in" and "opt-out"
interest. Space limits the depth in which provisions not only to notifo consumers
these issues can be presented, but each is oIwhat information is being collected,
important in its own right. but to identifo the types of data for which
The first is that broadband provid- permission is implied, and does not
ers must disclose, in clear and obvious require explicit permission. Special in-
terms, the nature of the information that formation, which will require the explicit
is being collected, as well as general infor- "opt-in" includes geo-location, children's
mation about the types of entities with information, health information, web
whom the information will be shared. browsing, app usage history, and most
Notifications by providers to consumers importantly message content.
on changes in terms must be provided One other new twist is that the broad-
immediately (either when the subscriber band rules will apply to voice services
initially signs up or when the provider (read: call detail) as well. Call detail
changes its policy). Such terms must also records will be included in the special
be available on the provider's website at information category. The sharing of any
all times. of this information clearly, and unequiv-
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"when providing interstate mass market
and enterprise switched access .services,,
be abandoned since, lor all practical pur-
po.se.s in mo.st parts of the country, such
providers are no longer dorninant. Bang.
This takes a giant step iorward in
leveling the playing field between the em-
bedded incumbents and other Ip-based
service providers who are offering.similar
services without some of the regulatory
burdens imposed on the ILECs when
they were, in fact, dorninant.
Secondly, the FCC created a new and
simplified process for evaluating and
a[)l)r()ving reque,\ts from lcgacy voice
providers to tran.sition away frorn TDM
to IP-based services provided that such
replacement services provide, according
to the FCC, "adequate replacement for a
legacy voice service." This is particularly
critical when considering issues related to
not only 9 1 I access and general interop-
erability, but also to services offered in
remote and rural areas, with particular
attention to tribal land.s.
In practical tcrrns, this action means
that a provider can-at least legally, if
not practically-transition a network
from TDM to IP-based in 30 days if the
entity sceking such permissir)n can pass
a voluntary three-point test. The word
"voluntary" is critical. Carriers who can-
not-or choose not to-meet the terms
of the test can still go through the proce.ss
"the old-fashioned way," but the timing
for approval will be considerably longer.
The three-point te.st requires:
l. Proof that network performance, reli-
ability, and coverage will be sub.stantially
unchanged;
2. Proofthat access to 91 1, cyber securi-
ty, and acces.s for people with disabilities
rneets current rule.s and standards; and
3. Prooi that the IP-based network will
provide compatibility with a defined Iist
of Iegacy services that remain popular
with consumers and .small businesses,
including home security systems, medical
monitoring devices, credit card readers,
and fax machines. This requirement is
scheduled to fade into the.sunset in2025.
From point 1 above, the potential for
Iitigation over what the word ".substan-
tially" means is significant as IP providers
struggle to work out some of the tech-
nological kinks that exi.st between legacy
equipment and IP services (consider, as
an example, fax machines). The same liti-
gation opportunity exists when consider-
ing the definition of "current rules and
standards."
The issues associated with the third
point are ohvious, hut not insurmount-
able. By recognizing the challenge.s
posed by the transition, the FCC clearly
recognized and acknowledged not only
the technological challenges, but the
need to educate consumers on what these
modifications may mean to end-users,
not necessarily those who are technologi-
cally sophi.sticated or supported.
Martha Buyer is an attorney whose
practice is a certified New York Woman-
0wned business, primarily focused on
telecommunications law. She is also a
frequent contributlr t0 No Jitter. Martha
can be reached at maftha@marthabuyer.
c0m.
we have just deployed cisco sourcefire appliance along with Lancope Stealthwatch.
Everything is up and running but we are still tweaking and integrating everything
with our existing Cisco ISE. we also brought on Enr.rust and are in the pr.cess of
integrating it with our ERP system lor all laculty/staff [o access through 2-factor. And
we bought into KnowBe4, but I've not deployed thar yet.
This year wa's the year of security for our campus since the past two plus years
have been nothing but adding capacity through switch, wl-FI, Volp, anJ faster
throughput on our backbone and cloud connections. I needed order and a simplified
way to manage the security aspect of all that we've done, and so far I think I might
have got what I wantedDavid Lutes
Marymounl University
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New research computing solutions for
higher performance c0mputing increase
agility, control, and affordability
lf rnr'.. using either the public cloud
or traditional bare metal for research
computing, consider Ci'sctis innovative
use of technokrgy for higher performance
computing (HPC) workloads to improve
efficiency and performance without
comPromising on qualitY.
Traditional HPC clusters are generally
difficult to build, use, and manage'
These same clusters also present com-
pounding challenges as they grow-in
terms of operational staffing costs as well
as diminishing returns due to complex-
ity, poor utilization, and administrative
overhead.
Also, expanding the cluster's infra-
structure (compute, network, or storage
components) often creates interoperabil-
ity issues that can result in degradation of
both performance and stability as well as
software vendor suPPort issues'
Numerous factors-costs, Perfor-
mance, data sovereignty, security, compli-
ance, risk, intellectual property, integra-
tion with on-premises resources-have
to be weighed and balanced; and in some
instances, HPC workloads may not be a
good fit for public-cloud approaches'
The main driver of cloud adoPtion
is an increase in accessibility, agility,
and availability of IT resources to users
within the organization. The applicabil-
ity of cloud computing to science and
data analytics is clearly indicated by the
increased use of public-cloud provid-
ers such as AWS, Azure, and Google
Compute in this area' However, due ttl
numerou.s factors-ctlst, perf<rrmance,
data sovereignty, security, compliance,
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Gisco UCS for HPC
Renee Patton &
fae Hwang
risk, intellectual property, and integra-
tion with on-premises resource.s, HPC
workloads are rarely a good fit for public-
cloud consumPtion.
Giving researchers easier access to
compute and storage resources helps
them make discoveries, and share break-
throughs, faster. For instance, at Wake
Forest University in Winston-Salem,
North Carolina, research hndings are
driven by the capabilities of an inteliigent
HPC system. For the instructors and
researchers who use the cluster, the prior-
ity is always a more powerful computer,
which in turn tackles more difficult
problems.
Often, the co.st to transfer and store
data in public clouds is not considered
and can be substantial (on average a 30
percent premium on top of compute re-
source costs), and these costs pull dollars
away from research programs. Further-
more, certain workloads require bare
metal performance, which is typically
either not available in a public-cloud
platform or is cost Prohibitive.
Alternatively, a properly designed,
depbyed, and managed Private cloud
can provide the agility of public cloud
but with the flexibility and performance
characteristics of on-premises HPC infra-
structure at a significantly lower cost.
Cisco and the Cloud
Cisco's research computing vision is
based on three pillars: Unified Comput-
ing, Unified Fabric, and Unified Net-
work Services. Aside from providing
carrier-grade performance, availability
and stability, what makes Cisco private-
cloud architecture unique is our ability
to collect all cloud elements into a single,
converged platform. This greatly reduces
complexity, lowers cost, and eases admin-
istrative overhead.
Cisco's Unified ComPuting SYstem
(UCS) server is at the heart of our re-
search computing strategy. UCS includes
blade servers with a fabric-integrated
chassis and chassis extenders, or rack-
mount servers and a set oF multiprotocol
switches (the Nexus line) that connect
servers and storage. Both Cisco offer-
ings are designed to couple software
virtualization and cloud tools (such as
VMware's vSphere and vCloud) and
create virtualizatitln-friendly data centers
that are then connected to become cloud
data centers. Cisco's UCS blade strategy
integrates all data center and network
components into a Cisco-created cloud,
and the rackmount Nexus-based strategy
allows institutions to easily include non-
Cisco servers.
Cisco UCS creates a network-driven,
centrally-managed computing platform.
Because it simplifies large-scale cluster
deployment and configuration, Cisco
UCS helps researchers and their teams
shorten deployment, reduce mainte-
nance time, and realize a lower total cost
of ownership. And, Cisco UCS makes
it much easier to expand clusters and
refresh equipment as research initiatives
require. Whether customers choose ttl
build private cloud or bare metal HPC, or
install a combination, Cisco UCS simpli-
fies the deployment and operation of the
research computing.
Figure 1. Cisco Metapod is an 0penStack-powered lnfrastructure-as-a-Service (laas) nanaged offering
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behalfby Cisco engineers and provides a
public cloud experience, but in your own
data center or colocation facility ofyour
choice. (See Figure l.)
Administrators receive the visibility
and control of the infrastructure that
they require, while researchers gain the
agility and self-service access that they
desire. Either third-party hardware or
Cisco validated UCS designs can be used,
and the turnkey cloud is deployed within
14 days or less. Once deployed, a dedi-
cated team of Cisco engineers provide
continuous monitoring and management
of the platform, both hardware and soft-
ware, including continuou.s updates and
upgrades. This enables researchers to
reap the benefits of the feature velocity in
the open .source OpenStack development
community without burdening adminis-
trators with new skill or staff acquisition.
Multi- tenancy, elasticity/auto-scaling,
and multi-discipline workloads increases
both infrastructure utilization and
value. All of this is covered by a 99.99olt,
financially backed, uptime service level
agreement. In short, Cisco de-risks and
de-costs the path to private cloud adop-
tion.
In addition, Cisco understands that
an important part of the private-ckrud
value proposition is the ability to cus- 
,
HPC at Wake Forest
At Wake Forest University, the use of
a high performance computing clus-
ter started out as a need in the physics
department, not the IT department.
Knowing its applicability and importance
to all STEM areas ofstudy, the university
centrally backed and funded the cluster,
making it an IT department offering. As
cluster use expanded, the .system's archi-
tect needed help managing the cluster's
growth and increasing complexity, which
is where Cisco UCS came in.
For Wake Forest University and oth-
ers, Cisco UCS also reduces the cost of
staff, infrastructure, power, space, and
cooling with a versatile platform that
converges compute, network, and stor-
age into a unified platform with a single
management interface. Before using
Cisco UCS, Wake Forest was limited in
terms of networking-its prior systems
were connected via 1G Ethernet cluster
wide, with faster infiniband restricted
within a few chassis. Cisco UCS enabled
up to 20G connectivity throughout the
entire infra.structure, giving the univer-
sity a significant advantage, allowing
researchers to push more jobs out more
quickly and to obtain more resource.s
without limitation. Holistically, this
means that the cluster is highly available
Maintenance
Coordination
to researchers, and the infrastructure is
more flexible.
In addition to providing a common
interface to a converged infrastruc-
ture, Ci.sco UCS also provides a single
programmatic API for software-defi ned
compute, network, and storage provided
by OpenStack to decrease administrative
burden on staffand to increase opera-
tional efficiency and response to users.
Further, Cisco UCS provides a wide range
of options, including a den.se form factor,
which can reduce the number of compo-
nents and amount of data center space
needed for efficient cloud computing.
Wake Forest University's use of HPC
and Cisco UCS has helped the university
move beyond studying physics calcula-
tions within the clu.ster; now re.search has
expanded to biology, chemistry, comput-
er science, math, biomedical-engineering,
romance language.s, and the school of
business.
Metapod and SwillSlack
Another option for HPC workloads is
Cisco Metapod, an OpenStack-powered
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) man-
aged offering that delivers a reiiable
and programmable infrastructure for
research. This production-ready, on-
premises.solution is deployed, managed,
and remotely operated 24x7x365 on your
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tomize the model to meet the very spe-
cif,c needs of your institution and your
workloads. We address this, in part, by
partnering with best-in-class companies.
Cisco has partnered with SwiftStack to
create a private-cloud solution that deliv-
ers the best of both worlds-the agility
and flexibility of public cloud with the
economics and performance characteris-
tics of on-premises HPC inftastructure.
SwiftStack provides obj ect-storage
software that can be integrated with
to meet the lifecycle needs of genomics
research.
Beginning with the analYsis of ge-
netic material, the sequencers write out
BCL files to SwiftStack Object Storage
through an SMB mount point provided
by a SwiftStack Drive storage. Next,
virtual compute nodes are spawned on
the Metapod Managed OpenStack Private
Cloud that read the BCL files from the
object storage via Object APIs. These files
are then consolidated into FASTQ files
for further analysis' This data can then be
shared with researchers, participants, and
patients using web front-ends' applica-
tion servers, databases, etc., all running
on the MetaPod infrastructure.
Final Thoughts
Technology supports and elevates dis-
coveries in research, helping institutions
and organizations evolve clinical treat-
ments. In particular, advances in genomic
sequencing have increased the demand
for compute, networking, and storage.
Figure 2. Cisco Metapod + Swiftstack provides a flexibte infrastructure to meet the lifecycle needs of genomics research
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Metapod and runs on Cisco UCS
hardware in your own data center' The
solution delivers an Amazon 53-like
object-storage service on-premises to
complement the Metapod private-cloud
offering. Built on OPenStack Swift,
SwiftStack provides the proven scale of
public cloud with management made for
enterprises.
One research application for Metapod
+ SwiftStack is within genomics. Genom-
ics is a complex operation encompassing
a sequence of steps, each with demanding
requirements. Cisco Metapod + Swift-
Stack provides a flexible infrastructure
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that summarize the individual base calls
and their associated quality scores. (See
Figure 2.)
In parallel, more virtual comPute
nodes read the indexes of the FASTQ files
created in the previous steP to align with
a reference genome. SAM files are then
created with aligned sequence data and
metadata that can be compressed into
binary BAM files. Finally, the BAM file is
analyzed for differences in the sequenced
genome, and a reference genome and the
variants are written out to a VCF file. All
of the data produced in these steps can be
stored long-term in the SwiftStack cluster
As a result, HPC is undergoing the same
evolution to cloud-native technologies as
the rest of enterprise IT.
When evaluating approaches to HPC,
consider alternatives that will enable you
to take advantage of new, cutting-edge
technokrgies that save time and money-
and deliver superior results.
Renee Patton, US Pubic Sector Director
of Education at Cisco, and Tae Hwang
is US Public Sector Technical Solutions
Architect. Reach Renee at rpatton@cisco
and Tae at tahwang@cisco.com.
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Genomic Sequencing
. NGS Cluster generates 13TB acrpss 20
million files in 3 days of raw data BCL
files, images
Consolidation
. HPC clusler consolidates the BCL data
into a FASTQ, summarizes the individual
base calls
Assembly/Alignment
. Map to a reference genome,
generating a BAM file
AnalyzeA/ariant Callin g
. BAM file is analyzed to find diflerences
between the samPle and reference
genome
Sharing /Distribution
. Provide high-throughput access to data
to researchers, participants and patients
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lnstitutional Excellence Award
California State University Fullerton's
Cloud ServicesS hared
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
I
a
Ihe Information Technology Deparr-
ment at CSUF (CSUF) implemented
cloud solutions that are .shared by mul-
tiple institutions to achieve the goals of
the California State University system'.s
Synergy project. The Synergy projecr
was enacted in 2010 by the CSU system
in order to reduce administrative costs
by joining together to find ways that
things can be done more effectively and
eff,ciently. Through the shared cloud
.services, CSUF has been able to suc-
cessfully create partnership.s with other
campuses, improve services, implement
cutting-edge technologies, and reduce
costs, which has, in turn, benefitted the
students, the CSU system, and the State
of California.
Collaboration Underway
The shared services are:
1. CSUF hosting disaster recovery
infrastructure for San Francisco State
University
2. CSUF hosting the production envi-
ronment for the CSU Chancellor's Office
3. Learning Management Solution
(LMS) 
- 
CSUF and CSU Lo.s Angeles
4. Campus Business Intelligence (BI)
solutions using CSUF's Campus BI
baseline model 
- 
CSU Los Angeles,
CSU Dominguez Hills and CSU San
Bernardino.
5. Telephone Services 
- 
CSUF and CSU
Dominguez Hills (CSUDH)
6. Virtual Computing Lab (VCL) 
-
CSUF and University of California,
Irvine
University leadership has stated its
intent to reduce IT expenditures and
consolidate IT services. IT synergy ef-
forts guided by the CIOs have, compara-
tively, made the most progres.s among
ongoing initiatives. CSUF embraced the
synergy project and collaborated with
multiple campuses.
CSUF's collaborations with other
campuses began prior to the Chancellor's
Office's initiation of the Synergy project.
For example, CSUF and San Francisco
State University host each other's disaster
recovery infrastructure. In 2010, the CSU
Chancellor's Office decided to close their
data center. CSUF collaborated with the
CSU Chancellor's Office to host their
production environment at our campus'
main data center.
In 2011, CSUF implemented a new
learning management system (LMS).
CSUF had been using an industry-
leading learning management system for
.several years. The high cost of the LMS
system and the operational instability
led the campus to look into alterna-
tive systems. After considering various
LMS solutions, an open-source system
was introduced b the campus. LMS
can be a major expense for an in.stitu-
tion, especially when implementing a
robust, versatile LMS that can support
many courses for a iarge-sized institu-
tion like ours. The new LMS features
dashboards, learner tracking, and
multimedia support. This open-source
LMS also gives faculty the ability to cre-
ate mobile-friendly online courses and
integrates with third-party add-ons. This
conversion resulted in significant savings
on product-license and support-mainte-
nance contracts.
CSU Los Angeles is one of the 23
CSU campuses located about 30 miles
northwest of the CSU campus. Through
collaborative discussion between the
CIOs of both campuses, an agreement
was reached to host the CSU Los Angeles
)
figure 1. System Architecture Diagram of the Learning Managenent System (LMS)
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LMS on the CSUF infrastructure. CSU
Los Angeles is a quarter system while
CSUF is a semester system. The differ-
ence in schedules had its set of challenges
and benefits. To minimize disruptions
to either of the campuses, the IT teams
worked collaboratively and devekrped
operational support procedures includ-
ing an annual maintenance plan. The IT
teams of both campuses meet regularly
to discuss operational issues and discuss
continuous improvement needs for fac-
ulty and students. (See Figure I on page
2e.)
The Business lntelligence Solution
Another CSUF collaboration is our
campus busine.ss intelligence (BI) solu-
tion. CSUF's strategic plan is centered
on student success. In support of
this, we developed a student-success
dashboard that tracks and compares
the performance of first-time freshmen
and transfer students. This information
is broken down by gender, ethnic-race,
parents' education, underrepresented
status, college at entry, latest college, and
prior institutions. It also lets users focus
on information for a particular sub-
group of students that can be helpful in
intervention. Of course, this information
is refreshed daily and limited to specific
users based on the security settings oF
the appiication.
The IT department (1T) and the
Institutional Research department (lR)
worked together to create the student
success dashboard. The dashboard wa.s
built using an enterprise business intelli-
gence system using the waterfall software
devekrpment life-cycle model. IR created
the product requirements that included
the aggregate performance indicators,
the charts and tables for the dashboard,
and the high-level query, dashboard
design, and implementation. IR also
performed data validation and testing.
IT created the underlying data ware-
house and the extract, transform, and
load processes. Employees can access the
dashboard via their portal where there is
a single sign-on proces.s for authentica-
tion.
The demonstrated benefit of this BI
solution attracted many CSU campuses
to use it. CSU Los Angeles, CSU San
Bernardino, and CSUDH utilize this
shared infrastructure to deliver varittus
da.shboards to their campus constituents.
The Campus Business Intelligence proj-
ect has been very successful, and all three
campuses are live with their Campus
Solutions reports, including Fullerton's
Student Success Da.shboards, Typical
depbyment using Fullerton's BI solution
model takes about four months and
includes .standing up the infrastructure,
data validation, dashboards and reports
Figure 2. System Architecture Diagram for Business lntelligence (Bl) Systen
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development, and depkryment. (See
Figure 2 on page 30.)
From PBX lo VolP
At the beginning of yet another shared
service collaboration, CSUF needed to
upgrade its legacy PBX to a VoIP system
in2012. The VoIP PBX was installed in
March 2012 in parallel with the TDM
PBX to avoid service interruption to end
users. While most phones were con-
verted to IP phones without any issue,
many analog lines-including campus
emergency phones, modems, and alarm
lines-required gateways that can convert
analog signals to digital and vice versa.
After migrating all 6,000 end user phones
kr the VIIP PBX, the next phase of the
project was to install SIP trunks to the
PSTN. In November 2014, SIP trunks
were installed and substantial cost sav-
ings were rea\zed. The monthly cost of
telephone services was reduced by about
40 percent.
CSUDH is one of the 23 CSU cam-
puses that is located about 25 miles west
of the CSUF campus. CSUDH has been
using the same legacy TDM PBX as the
one CSUF had decommissioned. The
campus issued an RFP for telecommu-
nications services and explored various
vendor proposals, including some cloud
offerings. After several months of explo-
ration, CSUF considered hosting their
services on our career-grade VoIP PBX.
To ensure proper infrastructure readi-
ness, we upgraded the PBX system to the
latest software version and upgraded each
component to a fully redundant configu-
ration. For better geographical diversity,
we installed the redundant core of the
PBX at the CSUDH data center.
The system i.s designed to operate in
survivability mode, which offers local
phone services-including 9I I in the
event of wide area network disruptions.
Telephone system upgrades are always
challenging due to the need to avoid di.s-
ruption ofservice for an extended period
of time. The co-existence of the legacy
TDM and the new VolP PBX was needed
during the migration of the project to
avoid significant service disruption. To
help reduce cost, the CSUDH new tele-
phone services rode on the existing CSUF
contract with the PBX vendor and the
telecom carrier.
A successful implementation of a
complex project requires tremendous
collaboration among project team mem-
bers across both campuses. The telecom-
munication, network, and project man-
agement teams of both campuses worked
collaboratively to complete this complex
project. A memorandum of understand-
ing (MOU) was developed outlining the
financial responsibilities of each campus.
This collaborative project was approved
by the presidents of both campuses.
)
Figure 3. Systen Architecture Diagran of Shared felephone Services
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This project helped reduce the total
cost of ownership and improved the
availability of telephone services for both
campuses. The impiementation budget
for CSUDH was less than $900,000. The
implementation cost includes 2200 desk
phones, perpetual licenses, PBX and
infrastructure upgrades. (See Figure 3 on
page 3 1.)
Virtual Computing Lab
Lastly, but surely not the end of CSUF's
shared services collaborati<lns, is the
Virtual Computing Lab. Computer labs,
that are always in-demand but never
have enough monitors, seem to be the
mainstay of 21st century higher learning,
but will soon become invisible. The de-
velopment of the virtual computing lab
(VCL) started in2004 a.s a joint venl.ure
of the College of Engineering (COE) and
the Office of Information Technology
(OIT) of North Carolina State University
to efficiently use hardware investments
and to provide remote access to a wide
range of advanced compute require-
ments by NCSU students, faculty, and
researchers.
In November 2008, NCSU donated
the VCL source code b the Apache
Software Foundation (ASF) as part of
on-going efforts to expand the VCL
community and to foster open-source
development. NCSU continues kr be
heavily involved in the development of
VCL through the open-source commu-
nity at ASF.
Many higher-education institutions
followed NCSU's path and implemented
virtual computing lab environments.
CSUF recognized this trend and quickiy
implemented VCL. CSUF is among the
leading institutions who have begun
reaping the benefit.s of the VCL to
accommodate the growing demand
for computer labs. At CSUR students,
faculty, and staIcan access university-
licensed computer applications via the
Internet. VCL allows them to work on a
lab computer from home or any ktcation
with a high-speed Internet connection.
Virtual Computer Lab service is avail-
able free of charge to all CSUF students.
Using their campus login and password,
.students are able kr log in to http://www.
fullerton.edu/vcl to gain access to a wide
range of software that is normally only
available for use in our public-access
computer labs located on campus. This
service wiil allow all CSUF students ac-
cess to any of the licensed software that
they need to use in order to complete
their assignments-24 hours a day, 7
days a week.
University oI California, Irvine,
a neighboring institution in Orange
County, approached CSUF's IT team to
pilot test the VCL. After several technical
and administrative discussions, a mem().
randum of understanding (MOU) was
Figure 4. System Architecture Diagram for Virtualized Computing Lab (VCL):
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developed to host 50 concurrent VCL
instances fur UC Irvine starting July 1,
2014. The CSUF team built the backend
systcm and created the initial irnages.
The UC Irvine team is now.set up with
the aclmrnistrative privileges to rnanagc
the application. Image creation and secu-
rity adrnini.stration of the irnage s i.s bcing
managed by the UC Irvine team. The
CSUF team is rc.spon.siblc lor the back-
end administration only. In September
2015 CSU Irvine reque.sted and received
additional 50 ir.rstances. (See Figure 4 on
page 32.)
CSUF ho"ts thesc ap|licatron.:n
robust, redundant, and scalable private-
cloud infra.structure. System perfor-
Irrances are regularly ntonitored wrth a
clear escalation 1-:roccclure in placc to
manage outages and incidents. CSUF has
implernented an IT Service Managernent
il'a Incwork th a t i.rn Ph asizes c( )n ti nr.l( )us
irnprovcments.
Stakeholders meetings are held on
a rcgular schcdulc with scrvice ()wners,
business managers, and the techni-
cal teams to discu.ss operational issues
and future enhancement.s. An annual
rraintcnancc plan is in place to rninirnize
rnaintcnanrc downtimc rctlr.rircmcnts.
Mo.st planncd and unplanncd .system
rnaintenances are performed without
service interluptions by leveraging the
redundancy and lailover capabilities ol
the private-cloud inirastructure. Capac-
rty increases are usually accommodated
through vertical and horizontal expan-
sion oF system re.sources.
The cost of building infra.structure to
host these applications can be signifi-
cant. With the shared services, significant
cost savings have heen realized by all
participating in.stitution.s. There rs a base
cost for infrastructure even when hosting
a small resource ftrotpnnt application. It
is abundantly clear that incremental cost
of a leveraged infrastructure is much less
than multiple silo imIlcrnentatrons.
Final Thought
Overall, users of these shared services are
satisfied with the perfbrmance and avail-
ability of these applicatior.r.s. Participar-
ing in.stitutions have either increased thc
capacity of existing applications or have
u.sed additional .shared services. We get
incluiries from multiple ir-rstitutions to
utilize the.se .shared .service.s. CSUF looks
forward to collaborating with many
institutions to reduce cost of opcration.s
and improve reliability and avarlability
by building a leveraged, highly robust
and redundan t cloud infrastructure.
The contact for this project is Berhanu
Tadesse, associate vice president f0r
I nf o rmati o n Tec h no I o gy/l nf rastr u ctu re
Services. Reach him at btadesse@ful-
lerton.edu.
Be a port of
ACUTA history...
Write lor the
lournal!
The ACUTA Journal Wants Your Story!
For 20 years (that's 80 issues now), lhe AC|TAJournal has brought you the insights and experi-
ences of campuses from coast to coast about every imaginable topic of relevance to higher ed
technology.
We consistently hear that campus case studies are the most useful articles of all. you like to
know what others are doing-what has worked and not worked-to help you make important
decisions.
Has your campus implemented a new procedure or a new strategy?
Have you discovered a shortcut that might benefit others?
ls there an application or program that resolved some really tough issue for you?
The next few issues of the Jo urnol will consider some very inter€sting topics:
. Winter: 2020: Vision of the Future
' 
Spring/Summer: Providing Telephony on Today,s Terms
r Fall: The Business Side of the lT/Telecom Office
o Winter: Student Services: Meeting Needs and Expectations
You are cordially invited to share your own campus story with other members via the ACUIA
lournol.lf you don't have time to write it, just contact editor pat scott at pscott@acuta.org,
and she will connect you with someone who will work with you to get this done.
It's an opportunity for excellent visibility and recognition for your school, your department,
and yourself.
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we hope you found our digitaltoimat eonvenient and enjoyable and the con,l:nt inte.resting and useful'
We welcome your comments at any tirne' b share i:t-"yyill:^" t'd'":::-ple::::ntact
pat Scott, ACUTA Communications Directot at859-72L-1559 or pscott@acuta.org.
Coming issues of our Journalwill focus on the following topics:
Winter: ?:O2O Vision of the Future
Spring/Summer:ProvidingTelephonyonToday'sTerms
Fall: The Business Side of lT/Telecom
Winter: Student Services: Meeting Needs and Expectations
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